Digital CCTV
within your reach

Global system
management on a network

Divar, the digital versatile recorder for securing your world

Multi-user and multi-site solutions

Simple, complete solution

With the easy-to-use Bosch Control Center,
authorized users can view and control cameras
from multiple Divar units at the same time. Up
to six remote users can view live and stored
images simultaneously from each Divar on the
network, while normal local operation continues
uninterrupted. Divar is fully password-protected
to ensure that only authorized users can view
and retrieve the recorded video.

Divar’s simple one-box design clearly hides a wealth
of powerful capabilities. Whether it’s a single
building, many sites in several regions or worldwide facilities let Divar help you eﬀectively manage
your security challenges for the safety of all.
Contact your Bosch Certiﬁed Security Dealer for
more information or visit www.boschsecurity.com.

For multiple site applications, Divar units connect
to each other and to a central station by local
area network (LAN), wide area network (WAN)
or the Internet. Built-in bandwidth control
ensures that streaming video will not overload
your network.
The Control Center includes a powerful
Conﬁguration Tool. The user-friendly graphical
interface allows you to conﬁgure any connected
Divar from a remote PC, adjusting settings as
though you were working at the Divar unit itself.
In addition, you can save the Divar conﬁguration
settings to the PCs hard disk as backup or to
download the conﬁguration to other Divars. For
multiple site applications, Divar units connect to
each other and to a central station by local area
network (LAN), wide area network (WAN) or the
Internet. Built-in bandwidth control ensures that
streaming video will not overload your network.

The Bosch added value

Bosch is one of the world’s foremost developers
and innovators of security systems and manufactures its CCTV equipment to the highest
standards of quality. In addition, you have the
added backing of Bosch’s full three-year warranty,
free advance replacement program and the
support of our worldwide Customer Care and
service network.

Bosch Security Systems
For more information visit:
www.boschsecurity.com
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Tradition of quality and innovation

For over 100 years, the Bosch name has stood
for quality and reliability. Bosch Security
Systems proudly oﬀers a wide range of ﬁre,
intrusion, social alarm, CCTV, management
and communication systems and components
to help you ﬁnd the solution for any application.
We are the global supplier of choice for
innovative technology backed by the highest
level of service and support. When you need
solutions you can rely on, choose Bosch.

Live viewing, recording and playback

System conﬁguration, live viewing and play back
may occur locally at the unit or from anywhere
on a network. In addition, use Internet Explorer
to view a live video feed, play back events, search
and control cameras without special permissions
or additional software.
Plays well with others

Divar integrates easily with Bosch G Series control
panels, one of the most widely used control panels
in the industry. In addition, using the software
development kit (SDK), Divar integrates with
virtually any third-party system or software.
Security you can rely on.

Security you can rely on.

Local expansion
ﬂexibility

Divar, the versatile
one-box solution
The heart of your security infrastructure

Tamper-proof evidence

Divar beneﬁts

Build the system to your speciﬁcations

With the Divar Digital Versatile Recorder at
the heart of your organization’s security infrastructure, you enjoy the beneﬁts of reliable, fullfunction digital video recording. Divar’s simple
exterior hides the power, control and ﬂexibility
it brings to your environment. Divar is an
embedded system so it does not require service
pack updates or become infected with computer
viruses or worms. Designed and manufactured
with Bosch quality, Divar delivers the security
coverage you need from a stand-alone system,
a multi-camera recording system or a network.

Divar stores image authentication data together
with the images so that they cannot be altered
in any way without detection. This critical video
and data authentication eliminates concerns
about using digital CCTV recordings as evidence
in legal procedures. Important recordings can be
protected from erasing and overwriting.

• Easy video retrieval using advanced search
capabilities, including smart motion search.
• View live or archived images using Internet
Explorer without special software.
• Conﬁgure and control cameras with Bilinx
over coax cabling.
• Authenticate images automatically for
tamper-proof evidence.
• Integrate easily with ATM/Point-of-sale
(POS) equipment.
• Store events using an internal or external
DVD writer without a PC.
• Access multiple Divar units remotely with
the user-friendly Control Center.
• Expand your CCTV recording system with as
many as 256 cameras using Video Manager.

Whether you need a stand-alone Divar, a multicamera recording system or a network of
interconnected recorders, Divar expands easily
as more functionality is required. In addition to
the standard front panel controls, the optional
Bosch IntuiKey™ keyboard works with all Divar
conﬁgurations.

Everything you need … and more

Divar includes all the essential closed circuit
television (CCTV) system elements plus new
features that take it from great to outstanding.
• Divar’s built-in multiplex switcher monitors 6,
9 or 16 cameras.
• Bilinx gives you control of camera operation
over common coaxial cabling, simplifying
installation and minor conﬁguration changes.
• Alarm- and motion-activated recording is
standard, while smart motion search makes
quick work of locating speciﬁc events.
• Using Internet Explorer, access the Divar to
view live action or playback archived events
without special software or tools.
• Archive events locally with an internal
or external DVD writer.
• Despite all this powerful functionality,
Divar is remarkably easy to use.

The Bilinx advantage

Adding Bilinx to Divar means that functions
usually requiring hands-on access to a camera
or its wiring now use the video transmission
cable to communicate with the camera. This is
a signiﬁcant advantage in installations where
cameras are hard to reach or where operations
and surveillance might be compromised by a
routine service call.

Storing images is quick, easy and cost-eﬀective
with Divar. Simpliﬁed local archiving on lowcost, high-capacity DVDs or CDs is available
using an optional DVD writer. The system may
be conﬁgured with hard disks of varying sizes to
meet virtually any storage requirements you may
have. Additionally, Divar connects with external
disk arrays such as DVAD and DVAS for
expanded storage. However large or small your
application, there’s a Divar to meet your needs.

Cameras and accessories

Control systems

A single IntuiKey™ keyboard allows you to
control and operate as many as 30 Divar recorders.
For fully centralized control, viewing and
recording from up to 256 cameras, a Bosch
Video Manager links as many as 16 Divar units.
These conﬁgurations are ideal for larger applications such as industrial complexes, multi-story
buildings, prisons and shopping malls. An
ATM/POS interface is also available to capture
and track transaction details for banking, retail
and other POS applications.
Fit Divar into your existing systems

Divar integrates smoothly into existing installations with conventional analog video matrix
systems, such as the Bosch Allegiant® system.
These systems oﬀer integrated control and
digital video recording for casinos, airports and
other large security-critical facilities.

Digital recorders

Autodomes

